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Abstract—Controlling and coordinating a large number of
Non-Playable Characters (NPCs) is an important challenge in
video games. In order to obtain a realistic behaviour, traditional
approaches relies hand-written rule based scripts or finite state
machines. In the last decade, a new approach to artificial
intelligence has emerged. Indeed, automated planning is now a
way to control NPCs. However, the gap between theory and
application is still quite not filled. In this paper, we address
different approaches of i) goal selection and distribution for
autonomous planning agents by a coordination module and
ii) autonomous goal selection by planning agents using partial
satisfaction planning. Our techniques result in a simpler way to
coordinate NPCs, still effective in terms of CPU and produce
realistic behaviour.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Controlling and coordinating Non-Playable Characters
(NPC) is an important challenge in video games. A classical
approach of artificial intelligence (AI) in games relies on
scripts (rules) and finite state machines (FSM) written by hand.
In the last decade, a new and elegant approach has emerged
for AI in games [1]. As suggested in the Goal Oriented
Architecture Planning (GOAP) [2], each NPC can be modelled
as an artificial agent having its own sensors and effectors.
These agents can then use automated planning techniques to
generate plans that achieve their goals. This allows for simpler
agent modelling and easier maintenance.
Even if significant advances have been made in AI planning, scalability remains an important challenge. In a simulation game for example, there can be hundreds of automated
agents. Because CPU time available for each NPC is limited,
the planning problems to be solved for each NPC need to be
pretty small. To limit the complexity of planning problems,
goals are generally assigned to NPCs before planning. Goals
assignation is typically done by an hierarchical architecture
which decomposes high-level goals into low-level goals.
In this paper we address the problem of NPCs’ goals
selection and action planning. Some situations may arise
where NPCs can have a large number of potential goals and
just cannot achieve all of them due to time and resources
limitations. Therefore, a coordination module must assign a
limited number of goals to each NPC. We propose different
approaches for goals assignation by a coordination module
based on different criteria. However, the agent could also be
able to select its goals itself, based on how profitable they are
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for it. We propose an approach based on Partial Satisfaction
Planning (PSP) and propose solutions.
A planner that solves PSP problems searches for a plan
that maximizes a net benefit. This net benefit equals to the
sum of utility of achieved goals minus the sum of the cost of
actions. Therefore, it allows that some goals may be unsatisfied
in a final state. This approach facilitates goal selection and
assignation. It is an approach used in robotics, as for example
to compute plans for Mars rovers [3].
We experiment our approach in a serious game called
SimRealEstate. In this game, the player takes the role of a
real estate broker in a simulation. The player competes with
other AI brokers in selling houses. In that game, a goal is a
house to be sold. Our coordination module based approaches
allow different levels of goals selection based on randomness,
complexity or utility. Our PSP approach enables a NPC to
automatically decide which houses he should try to sell. The
NPCs can then plan accordingly using individual planners. We
then compare different planning approaches to this problem.
We consider that these general approaches facilitate AI
development in games. Indeed, writing every rule and fine
tuning them by hand is a time consuming and laborious
task, especially when trying to reproduce an elaborate and
realistic behaviour. Classical decision algorithms like minimax
with alpha-beta pruning are generally not applicable in realtime strategy (RTS) games. Promising approaches for RTS
games rely on sampling. Basically, only few random paths are
traversed in the decision tree. In SimRealEstate, that strategy
cannot be applied because of the larger number of competing
NPCs. Theoretical work done in planning allows for these
rules, i.e. the agent’s behaviour, to be automatically determined
by an automated planner. It is therefore simpler and faster
to write a general agent planning model instead of long and
complicated scripts.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
SimRealEstate. Section III introduces a background about partial satisfaction planning. Then Section IV details our planning
models for SimRealEstate. Section VI reports empirical results.
A discussion follows in section VII. Finally a conclusion in
presented in Section VIII.
II.

S IM R EAL E STATE G AME

SimRealEstate is a serious game which aims to teach basis
of real estate transactions. These basis include for example

how to evaluate a property and the different steps of a sale. To
keep the player interested, the game is designed to be fun with
its learning aspects hidden. In fact, to succeed in the game, the
player needs to understand the gameplay mechanics which are
built to be both similar to the reality and playful (the learning
part is not directly visible by the player but he can transpose his
virtual experience in real situations). In the game, the player
takes the role of a real estate broker and his goal is to become
the best broker in a given city. To accomplish that goal, he
needs to try to earn as much money as possible and keep his
reputation high. However, the game is actually focused on the
selling part of real estate transactions. The player will offer
his services to supports home-owners to sell their property
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the player has to move his avatar
from houses to houses. In the game, selling a house is an
potential goal.

During each activity, the gameplay allows the player some
flexibility: he can choose for example to fix a short delay for
the brokerage contract if he believes that the features of the
property will ensure a quick sale. Hence, the player can execute
various strategies elicited in the domain model all along the
game, and appreciate the outcomes of his actions.
SimRealEstate is an adaptive simulation which fits with
the player’s abilities and skills. The simulated environment is
based on real data. The game takes place in a real city represented by a map which is imported from the OpenStreetMap
project. The characteristics of houses appearing in the game
are derived from public houses listings. We try as much as
possible to provide an environment close to the reality to allow
the player to learn more about the elected city and its market
reality (for example which sectors cost more and which ones
are cheaper).
However, the virtual environment is not just a copy of a real
city market. The environment evolves and each quest is unique:
for example, the features of properties are never the same, as
the owner’s requirements or the buyers’ needs. This allows us
to provide a large variety of scenarios which correspond to ingame dynamic changing situations of this virtual environment.
A. Multi-Agent Simulation
The game is based on a multi-agent simulation. There are
presently three types of agents in SimRealEstate: real estate
brokers, sellers and buyers. Agents are created and introduced
into the game at an arrival rate that follows an exponential
distribution. The mean arrival rates, one for each type of agent,
are controllable parameters allowing to adjust the difficulty
level of activities.

Fig. 1.

Screenshot of SimRealEstate Game

To sell houses, the player and AI brokers can perform the
five following types of actions.
•

goto(o, d) : moving their avatar from an origin
location o to a destination d.

•

bid(hs, rate) : offering their brokerage services
to the house seller hs by biding a commission rate
rate.

•

putOnSale(hs, price) : fixing the asking price,
placing the house for sale sign and buying ads.

•

visit(hs, b) : performing a visit of the house hs
to the buyer b.

•

rAccept(hs, offers) : recommending to the
house seller to accept the highest purchase offer if it
is above a certain threshold and to reject other offers.

When a house is sold, the broker earns an amount of
money equals to the sale price multiplied by the commission
rate. His reputation level is also adjusted depending of how
he performed. His performance is measured by how fast he
concluded the sale and how close the price he obtained was
to the seller’s asking price.

Agents in the game are updated on a regular basis as
the simulation time progresses. Because the game involves
up to few hundreds of simulated agents, their AI should be
CPU light. To satisfy these requirements, each agent in the
simulation is controlled by light rule-based scripts. The rules
of each type of agent are inspired from observable behaviours
in real-world expert brokers. To make their decisions realistic
and unpredictable for the human player, a few rules integrate
random decisions.
1) Real Estate Broker Agents: To make the game even
more attracting, the player is not the only real estate broker in
the game. There are indeed several NPC brokers who share the
same goal as the player, and therefore act as direct competitors.
Broker agents act like the player. They search for good
potential contracts and try to get them, they estimate the
property’s value, adapt their judgement according to the market
and manage the sale process.
2) Seller Agents: When a seller (house owner) is created,
his needs are generated. For instance, the highest commission
rate a seller is ready to accept is randomly generated. This rate
is slowly increased as time passes, making the seller more
willing to conclude a brokerage contract. First, a seller will
be looking for a broker to help him sell his property. There
are different kinds of sellers in the game. Some of them are
demanding and often over-evaluate their house, other are more
accommodating and trustful to the the broker’s opinion.

3) Buyer Agents: For each buyer introduced in the game,
SimRealEstate randomly generate its needs (e.g. living area
and number of rooms), its constraints (e.g. a targeted sector
on the map) and its budget. Buyer agents constantly update
their list of houses to visit by searching in the listing containing
homes on sale. Within this search, buyers only looks for homes
are fit with their needs, constraints and budget. If the asking
price of an home is too high, it will not be visited by the
buyer. This is why brokers have to fix fair asking prices. The
next house to visit is randomly generated : each house has a
probability to be visited that is proportional to its visibility, its
fitness with the buyer’s needs, constraints and budget.
Once a buyer agent has visited a given number of houses,
he begins to make purchase offers. The buyer bids on the next
cheapest house he has visited and fits it. When a buyer is
young in the simulation, his offers are bolder, i.e. he tries to
buy at a discounted price. As time progresses, the buyer makes
offers aligned on the sale price fixed by the brokers and market
value.
III.

for ways to directly compute the optimal subset of objectives,
i.e. the subset which maximizes the net benefit. The net benefit
is defined by the sum of the utilities of satisfied objectives
minus the costs of actions needed to satisfy them. However,
a research note [6] recently criticized these approaches. They
show that soft objectives can be compiled away by translating
PSP problems to equivalent classical planning problems. Given
that empirical results show that it is more efficient to proceed
this way, we also use a soft objective compilation method,
introduced in [9].
Instead of looking to determine the best subset of objectives
prior to planning, the method introduced in [9] dynamically
creates it during planning. Their approach is based on the fact
that aborting an objective can be viewed as a way to satisfy it.
Therefore, they augment the set A of actions with |G| Abort
special actions used to explicitly abort objectives. Applying
the Abort(gi ) action makes gi true, but at the cost of its
utility. A state sf is final when all predicates of G are true,
the same condition as in classical planning, and the problem
can therefore be solved using a classical planner.

PARTIAL S ATISFACTION P LANNING

In classical planning, a goal is considered as a nonseparable set of single objectives, i.e. a goal can be either
satisfied or not satisfied in a particular state [4]. In many real
world applications, this binary state of goal satisfaction is not
practical. Situations may arise where it is impossible to satisfy
every single objective, either because of limited resources,
limited time or even mutual exclusions. For these situations,
classical planners simply return no solution because the goal
cannot be satisfied.
This limitation of traditional planners motivated a branch in
planning, called partial satisfaction planning (PSP). Theoretical
work address directly the PSP problem [5], [6], [7], [8], [3],
[9].
A PSP problem is given by:
P = hF, s0 , A, Gi
where F is a finite set of state variables, s0 an initial state, A a
finite set of actions and G = {g1 , g2 , .., gn } a goal consisting of
a finite set of objectives. Every objective has a utility assigned
to it, representing how beneficial it is to satisfy it. In classical
planning, a plan π is a sequence of actions that leads from s0
to G and a final state is defined by a state where all predicates
of G are true. In PSP, we are interested in finding a plan which
maximizes the result of actions, therefore there might be only
some, or even none, of the predicates of G that are true in a
final state. A soft objective is defined as one such objective
that can be left unsatisfied. On the other, a hard objective has
to be satisfied or else the planer returns failure.
PSP has been motivated for planning activities like the
ones for Mars rovers [3]. Since such an expedition represents
important costs, time must be effectively spent. Scientists have
many requests (collect rock samples, analysis, take pictures)
and rovers cannot satisfy them all. A way to optimize the time
spent is to input more objectives that it is possible to satisfy
and let the automated planner decide which ones should be
considered. The same idea can be applied to our serious game.
Approaches for solving PSP directly are utility based [5],
[7], [8], [3]. In order to generate a plan, these approaches look

IV.

NPC PLANNING IN S IM R EAL E STATE

In this paper, we concentrate on modelling broker agents
for SimRealEstate using planning techniques. In [10], planning is used in order to coordinate cooperative agents in
a serious military simulation game. However, the NPCs in
SimRealEstate are in competition with each other and with
the player. They plan individually in order to maximize their
own score. At any given time, there can be up to hundreds of
such agents in the simulation. In order to keep the simulation
fluid, their planning problems need to be simple. However, a
realistic behaviour is also important, since it is a crucial aspect
of a serious game in order for the player to have an optimal
learning experience [11].
We consider the replanning from scratch paradigm introduced in [12], where systematic replanning is used to deal with
plan failure. Many work has been accomplished for optimal
distributed multi-agent planning, but it is important to note
that optimal actions is not a finality here. Indeed, hundreds
of agents acting in a optimal way would alter the realistic
impression of the simulation, because no broker agent act
optimally in real life. Therefore, we consider that trying to
apply individually optimal but globally sub-optimal plans until
they fail offers a more realistic behaviour. Also, the plans
computed are quite simple and the world representation is
limited, it is therefore easier and quicker to simply replan after
new information is taken into account, i.e. why the original
plan failed. Using this paradigm, plans often fail because other
NPCs might be trying to satisfy the same objectives. When a
plan fails, replanning simply occurs.
A. State representation and Goals
When a NPC plans for his actions, it considers the current
situation and does not consider possible actions from competing NPCs. A set of n objectives is selected and input to
the NPC by the coordination module. A plan is generated and
it must satisfy all the objectives. Since CPU time is limited,
n must be small and fine-tuned based on how many states
the individual planner can explore. Section V-E defines how
selection of objectives is handled with PSP.

In order to keep the state space as small as possible, the
world representation for an agent is limited to state variables
related to the assigned objectives. A reactive loop that alternates between planning and execution is used to integrates
external changes from the environment. This includes new
objectives assignations and, by extent, addition of new state
variables and deletion of void ones.
In SimRealEstate, a NPC broker has a set of goals, which
are houses to sell. Therefore, it does not need to know
internally the location of every house on the map, but only
the ones it will try to sell. Would the coordination module
assign it a new house, state variables for the new location and
house variables can be added.
B. Actions
This section presents how actions are specified in SimRealEstate. In order to keep the planning task as simple as
possible, we use time to represent action costs. The planner
generates plans to minimize the makespan (total duration of a
plan) to sell all its assigned houses. Since events occur in a
random way in the simulation, a averageTimeBetweenEvents
variable is defined to represent the average time expected
between two events.
These events are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

A seller accepts the proposed bid, i.e. the agent
obtains the contract;
A visitor comes to visit a house on sale;
A previous visitor makes an offer and;
A seller accepts an offer.

The timeAction constant represents the time it takes to accomplish an action. We used the same constant for simplicity,
but different values can be used without any problem. It is
typically set to 30 minutes of simulation time.
The following actions description give an overview on how
actions are modelled according to their effect in the simulation,
as described in II. The specification language has similar
features compared to PDDL, but with a different syntax.
Conditions and effects of an action could be relative to its
start or its end, w/o an offset.
action goto(Location o, Location d){
duration: distance(o,d) / speed;
conditions:
@start: pos=o;
effects:
@end: pos=d;
}
action bid(House h, Location l){
duration: timeAction;
conditions:
@start: loc(h)=l;
@start: pos=l;
@start: !hascontract(h);
effects:
@end + avgTimeEvent: hascontract(h);
}
action putOnSale(House h, Location l){
duration: timeAction;

conditions:
@start: loc(h)=l;
@start: pos=l;
@start: hasContact(h);
@start: !isOnSale(h);
effects:
@end: isOnSale(h);
@end + avgTimeEvent: visitors(h);
}
action visit(House h, Location l){
duration: timeAction;
conditions:
@start: loc(h)=l;
@start: pos=l;
@start: visitors(h);
effects:
@end: !visitors(h);
@end + avgTimeEvent: offer(h);
}
action rAccept(House h, Location l){
duration: 1;
conditions:
@start: loc(h)=l;
@start: pos=l;
@start: offer(h);
effects:
@end + avgTimeEvent: sold(h);
}
@end: !offer(h);
}
Planning under uncertainty (with statistical distributions
instead of constant action costs) was also considered, but
quickly put aside. Considering uncertainty causes an explosion
in the state space, greatly reducing the amount of objectives
for which an agent can plan. The advantage is that planning
results in more optimal plans, but as discussed earlier, this is
not a major concern in this context.
C. Planning algorithm
The planning algorithm is based on a forward search into
a state space. The planner is guided by a h max heuristic as
used in temporal planners like SAPA [13].
Generated plans are sequences of actions. Here is an
example of a plan computed by a broker agent.
1. goto node1
2. bid house1
3. goto node23
4. bid house2
5. putOnSale house2
6. goto node1
7. putOnSale house1
8. goto node55
9. rAccept house3
10. goto node23
11. visit house2
12. goto node1
13. visit house1
14. goto node23

15. rAccept house2
16. goto node1
17. rAccept house1
The agent considers 3 houses, denoted by names house1
house1 and house3, situated respectively at nodes 1, 23 and
55. It can be seen that the agent does not have yet the contracts
for house1 and house2 because the plan contains all the steps
needed to sell a house for both of them (bid, putOnSale, visit
and accept). However, it has the contract for house3, it is on
sale and has pending offers since the only action planned for
this house is the rAccept one.
V.

G OALS S ELECTION

The main focus of this paper is the selection of objectives.
In a simulation where there are hundreds of agents and goals,
it is difficult to assign a coherent subset to each of them. Also,
since NPCs are in competition with each other, they can end up
fighting to sell the same house. This leads to either plan failures
or the need for branching plans considering uncertainty. We
introduce different goal assignation approaches to model the
NPCs and assign them objectives. In each of them, a high
level coordination module takes in charge NPC creation, goal
assignation and NPC updates.
We first consider a framework with a randomly selected
set of objectives based on their score. Then, we consider how
difficult an objective might be to accomplish, the coordination
module assigning the easiest ones first. As a third approach,
goals are distributed according to utilities. An utility represent
how profitable it is to satisfy an objective. A combination of
utility and difficulty is also experimented. Then, we present
an approach based on partial satisfaction planning, where the
agents are autonomous in the number of goals and which ones
they select.

This index is somehow comparable to uncertainty on the
behaviour of other agents, because it depends on how many
broker agents want to obtain the contract. Fig. 2 illustrates
this architecture. The coordination module selects a subset g
of goals from the global set and assigns them to agent 1.
For simplicity, we suppose that the module assigns the same
subset g to every agent. Agent 1 plans and sends communicates
to the module what goals it chose. The module assigns new
difficulties to goals that were selected by agent 1 and assigns
the set g 0 to agent 2.
Another consideration for the difficulty is the fact that the
seller determines the price it is ready to accept. This seller
can over-evaluate (too ambitious) or under-evaluate (to sell
faster) the value of his house. Depending of the requirements
of the seller, its house will be harder or easier to sell. In
order to determine an over or under estimation by the seller,
the coordination module looks for comparable houses and
determines a mean selling price. Therefore, the QualityRatio
of a house h is given by:
QualityRatio(h) =

and the difficulty to sell it by:
Dif f iculty(h) =

This is problematic because it can lead to a set of objectives
where houses are very far away from each other, leading to
long travel times. This would not be a problem if it was
guaranteed that houses had all a great value, but it is certainly
not the case here since they are distributed randomly.

QualityRatio(h)
P (Successf ulBid(h))

The coordination module assigns houses by increasing
order of difficulty. There is still a problem with distances
between the assigned houses and the broker agent, as they
are not considered.

Global Goals (G)
Coordination Module
(goals assignment)

A. Randomized Selection
The simplest way to distribute objectives is to do it
randomly. As stated before, sellers are created randomly at
different times. They are added to a list containing which
houses are in need for a broker. The coordination module
simply assigns any house in the list.

SellerAskingP rice(h)
M eanP riceOf ComparableHouses(h)

g

Agent 1

g'

c1

Agent 2

c2

g''

...

...

cn

Agent N

Fig. 2. Communication between the coordination module and agents in order
to modify goal difficulties

B. Considering Difficulty

C. Considering Utility

Instead of considering an uncertain result for each action, it
is computationally simpler to derive a way to take into account
uncertainty on other NPCs’ behaviours. This can be modelled
as how desirable, or competitive, a house on sale is. The more
brokers are trying to obtain a contract, the harder it will be to
obtain it. We define the probability of obtaining a contract for
a house h by:

Another way to select objectives is to assess how profitable
they could be to an agent. This is how partial satisfaction
planning determines which objectives to satisfy. This value
is called the utility.

P (Successf ulBid(h)) =

1
N bInterestedBrokers+1

with NbInterestedBrokers the number of agents actually
planning with h in their set of objectives.

In SimRealEstate, the utility of a house h can naturally be
determined by its selling price multiplied by the commission
rate in the contract. However, this utility should also depend on
how fast can the house be sold. The selling speed depends on
how far are the houses from each other. Indeed, the closer they
are, the faster it is to move between them and apply different

actions. Based on these concerns, we define the utility of a
house h by:
U tility(h) =

CommissionRate(h)∗P rice(h)
|G|
P
i=1

Dist(h,gi )+Dist(Agent,h)
|G|+1

@start: ExpectedTime(h) >= Utility(h)
or @start: ValidTimes(h) > CurrentTime
effects:
@end: Objectives.remove(h)
@end: !hasContract(h);

with G being the houses already assigned to the agent. The
module assigns houses in decreasing order of utility.

}

Dividing the utility by the mean of the distances assures
that a large weight is accorded to the distances. This leads
to broker agents naturally defining themselves a kind of sales
territory where they will take contracts only in a restricted.
However, if a very valuable house is put on sale outside the
territory, the broker agent might still try to obtain the contract.
This behaviour is analogous as in real life, where broker agents
usually don’t take contracts scattered all around the city. An
attentive player will observe this behaviour and will try to
repeat it in order to maximize his own score.

Note that the utility concept is used again, but the context
is different. Here it must be compared to the expected time
to sell the house, which is the cost of the plan. In order to
determine if a house is profitable, the agent must decide if
selling it will be more beneficial than the time used for the
sale. We define the utility of a house, in the planning context,
as:

D. Considering Utility and Difficulty
It is relevant, since both utility and difficulty offer different
advantages, to consider both of them at once. Since we want
the utility to be as high as possible and the difficulty to be as
low as possible, we define:
U tilDif f (h) =

U tility(h)
Dif f iculty(h)

and assign houses in decreasing order.
E. Partial Satisfaction Planning
By only selecting objectives according to different scores,
we do not address a major question of the selection problem.
It is the problem of selecting how many houses to sell.
In SimRealEstate, objectives have a deadline: the brokerage
contract can expire. Also, visitors can leave the house or buyers
retract their offer if they wait too long.
Another problem with classical planning related to the
selection of objectives is that the larger |G| is, the harder it is
to plan for all of it. In a simulation where hundreds of agents
need to interact in a fluid way, the number of states that a
planning algorithm can explore must be restrained. Adapting
the number of objectives to the number of states is a matter
of fine tuning, which is something we are trying to avoid.
Therefore, it would be desirable that agents determine by
themselves how many houses they can handle at a time, both
according to the actual simulation and computational limits.
This is an asset provided by PSP and our approach.
Previously, all goals had to be satisfied in a plan, a
limitation of classical planning. In a PSP context, houses
assigned to an agent become soft objectives, i.e. that can be
unsatisfied (or aborted) in a final state. As stated before, we
use the soft objective compilation with the Abort() actions
introduced in [9] in order to handle PSP. We need to add the
following action to the model:
action abort(House h){
duration: timeAction;
conditions:
@start: Objectives.contains(h);

U tility(h) =

ComissionRatio∗SellingP rice
AverageContractV alue

∗ AverageT ime

AverageContractValue is a constant calculated beforehand
representing how much money an agent makes on average and
AverageTime is the average time needed to sell a house. For
example, if a house is expected to take more than the average
time to be sold while the contract is worth less than the average
value, the agent will not deem it interesting. If such a house
was assigned to the agent, it would be aborted.
ValidTimes are, as discussed before, the times where visitors will leave the house, the buyers retract or the brokerage
expire. If CurrentTime is higher than one of these times, the
agent cannot handle that many objectives and must abort that
objective.
In order to deal with state space explosion and complexity
induced by a larger number of objectives without manually
tuning that number, we propose a way for the agent to decide
itself how many objectives it considers. It is quite simple: as
long as an agent cannot find a plan (including the abortion of
objectives) with the restrained number of states, it lowers by 1
its maximal number of objectives. This is analogous to aborting
an objective and the house with the lowest utility will not be
considered any more. However, when it successfully satisfy an
objective, it ”gains confidence” and will try to satisfy one more
objective at the next planning iteration. The ensures that the
agent will always try to satisfy as many objectives as possible,
given any limited number of expended states.
Note also that the prior work we presented on difficulty
and utility can be reused. Indeed, objectives still have to be
selected and distributed at first before the agent starts planning.
In order to maximize a PSP agent’s efficiency, one can use the
most optimal way of selection for classical planning.
VI.

E VALUATION

The simulation usually begins with the player, a NPC
broker, no house on sale and no visitors. In order to correctly
evaluate the choice of houses, we had to modify these settings.
We started the simulation with 6 brokers, namely Random,
Difficulty, Utility, DiffUtil and PSP, each using the corresponding selection of objectives described earlier. We also kept an
AI scripted broker, named Script, that we used as baseline to
compare performances. All brokers were limited to 3 contracts
at a time, except for PSP which chose how many it could plan
for. State space expansion was limited to 50000, except for

the broker using PSP where it was limited to 100000 because
Abort actions augment the branching factor.
Houses were also normalized. Public house listings offer
a discrepancy in values based on subjective criteria, like the
neighbourhood. We adjusted prices according only to the
number of rooms and total area so that similar houses have
similar prices. However, we kept the random aspects of buyer
and seller needs as well as buyers creation. This ensures that
results are coherent with an actual deployment of planning
agents in the simulation.
We ran the tests on two different maps:

Note however that if PSP cannot compete with a scripted
agent on a smaller map, it offers comparable performances on
the bigger one. It even manages to beat it on certain features,
notably the reputation. Recall that the reputation is a measure
of how satisfied sellers are after concluding a sale with the
agent. Its poor results on the small map are explained by
the fact that the quality of the choice is not as important,
since all the houses are quite close together. As the map gets
bigger, choosing houses that are close to each other (therefore
establishing a sales territory as in real life) becomes a valuable
asset. This behaviour, unscripted and resulting from the use of
planning, is a great teaching tool for the player.

Montreal with 2959 houses, 83980 OSM nodes and
22270 roads; and
Île-des-Soeurs (a sub-region of Montreal) with 109
houses, 2923 OSM nodes and 535 roads.

Figure 3 shows that behaviour. Notice how large and how
many sellers are looking for a broker(green houses). However,
by planning, PSP chose to get contracts only for the three
houses (the broker’s avatar hides the third one) included in the
circle. These choices ensure faster sales and more money.

We ran the simulation 5 times for 2 in-game months for both
maps, which is comparable to 3 hours and 30 minutes at the
normal game time. The player has control on time granularity
and an experienced player usually completes 2 in-game months
in about an hour.

As for the other techniques of selection and distribution
for goals that we introduced, they appear to be a good tradeoff between fine-tuning and autonomy. Utility and DiffUtility
performed quite well, with results comparable to PSP on the
bigger map. Difficulty alone does not seem fit as it and Random offer the worst performances over both cities. Classical
planning needs a smaller state expansion in order to achieve
results similar to partial satisfaction planning in terms of plan
quality, therefore there could be more of these agents in the
simulation before slowing the engine down.

1)
2)

Table I shows results for Île-Des-Soeurs, while table II
shows results for Montreal. Wallets values correspond to the
total money the broker had at the end of the simulation.
NbContracts is the number of contracts successfully completed. AvgRep and AvgCValue are respectively the average
reputation and the average contract values. The highest values
in each column are bold.
TABLE I.
Name
Script
Random
Difficulty
Utility
DiffUtil
PSP

Min
92494
39558
5345
74166
36294
17668

E MPIRICAL RESULTS FOR Î LE - DES -S OEURS
Wallet
Avg
172060
53128
41041
126881
55220
56828

TABLE II.
Name
Script
Random
Difficulty
Utility
DiffUtil
PSP

Min
39201
5907
12506
13923
18689
44118

Wallet
Avg
93432
34765
35335
40407
47009
68844

Max
250811
61404
89043
178140
86927
101224

NbContracts
Min Avg Max
6
9
14
4
6
7
1
5
10
9
14
19
4
6
8
2
6
10

AvgRep

AvgCValue

54
70
65
62
76
75

18304
9487
8922
9194
9861
10148

E MPIRICAL RESULTS FOR M ONTREAL
Max
122428
60160
49683
87267
97554
99812

VII.

NbContracts
Min Avg Max
5
9
11
2
5
8
3
5
6
3
6
10
3
6
10
5
8
12

AvgRep

AvgCValue

63
75
77
78
84
88

10900
6953
7495
7071
7835
8168

D ISCUSSION

Results suggest that a scripted agent performs better in
terms of money earned. However, as discussed earlier, we
chose the replanning from scratch paradigm consciously in
order to offer a more realistic behaviour: agents try to obtain
a contract, but if another one was quicker or made a better
offer, their plan fails and they must replan. Note also that the
general concern of this paper is to propose an alternative to
scripting. We showed results for a rules-based scripted agent
only because it was available from an earlier development
of SimRealEstate and we deemed interesting to compare its
performances with our planning approaches.

The different techniques are still useful as they allow, without modifying the planning model, to create different levels of
difficulties for broker agents. The coordination module could
decide what type of new broker agent to introduce on the
simulation based on the player’s performance.
We also observed that PSP rarely took more than three
contacts at a time and, if so, never more than four. Recall
that other brokers were limited to three contracts. This is a
value that we found after fine-tuning the limit according to the
maximum number of states. The fact the PSP found the limit
by itself, even though he could plan for as many contracts as
he wanted, is precisely the kind of asset we wanted to develop
using partial satisfaction planning instead of classical planning.
It found the average limit, but was also able to surpass it
when it was possible to plan for more than three houses. This
shows that PSP is a good approach for determining the optimal
number of objectives.
Since it is more resource consuming, one could use PSP
only to determine the average number of objectives it is
possible to plan for and then use classical planning in the real
simulation with that fixed number of objectives. This saves
time on fine-tuning and new limits are very easy to find if the
limit on state expansion happens to be modified.
It is difficult to assess how (and even if) planning really is
a simpler and less time-consuming approach than rule-based
scripts. However, one can see from section IV-B how simple
it is to add, delete or modify actions. The same goes for the
internal state representation. Compared to the the few hundreds
lines of code that were needed previously to script the agent,
the planning agent only needs a state representation, the actions
it can apply in it and objectives to satisfy. A planning algorithm
can then bring it to life.

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
Fig. 3.

Sales territory defined by PSP
[11]

VIII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the problem of modelling
and controlling multiple NPCs in a simulation game. Because
hand-written rule-based scripts are time consuming and laborious to write, we proposed an approach based on planning,
an emergent approach to artificial intelligence. We described
different techniques for the selection and distribution of objectives by a coordination module. We applied the replanning
from scratch paradigm in order to obtain a trade-off between
performance and plan quality, which turned out pretty interesting. We also addressed the problem of fine-tuning the number
of objectives that can be assigned to a planning agent. We used
partial satisfaction planning in order to determine that number
at the same time as selecting the best objectives.
Using planning instead of scripts revealed to be both
simpler to implement at first and easier to maintain when the
game was modified. If the state space expansion is still a limit
when trying to achieve a complex behaviour, it is a perfectly
well suited approach for simulation games where hundred of
simple agents are needed.
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